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Halves 
The cast of "Halves," 
an original play which 
debuted last week in 
Ritter Center 
Clockwise from upper 
left: Dr. Patti 
Schroeder, Jeff 
Church, Rick Bechtel, 
Melissa Moyer 
See page 8 for a 
review of the 
performance and 
page 4 for an in-depth 
look at writerldirector 
Meghan Gualtieri. 
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Phi Psi Sanctioned 
Stephanie Restine 
Edltor-in-Cllte! 
Following the suspension of 
soronty Phi Alpha PSI'S pledgmg 
activities on Feb. 18, the Greek 
Presidents Council met on Mon-
day, Feb. 21 to discuss the discI-
phnary sanctions appropriate for 
the charges made against the so-
rority. After GPC submitted a 
suggested punishment to the Ex-
ecutive Judicial Board on Tues-
day, Phi Alpha Psi was permitted 
to retain its charter. 
In lieu of revoking the soron ty's 
charter, other forms of pUnish-
ment were imposed beginning 
charter and actlons agamst the 
pledge leader never came up 
(as suggested pumshments.)" 
According to the memoran-
dum Issued by Dean of Students 
Deborah olan, the soronty will 
have to complete "40 additIOnal 
hour of commumty service" 
dunng the spnng of 2000 and 
will have Its party pnvlleges 
revoked for four school weeks. 
iiiii-----------------------------------~1 with the termination of Spnng 
The sisters will also have to 
revise their current pledge out-
lmes m order to ehmmate any 
activIties that fall under the defi-
nitIOn ofhazmg; these plans will 
be submitted to Dean of tu-
dents Todd McKinney for ap-
proval. 
UC Students Weather Winter Sickness 
Urslnus Community Just can't 
r---=---=--------walt for this Winter to end. 
It's winter here at Ursmus, 
along with all the exciting 
tintertime actiVities also comes 
unwelcome flu and cold epI-
Students at Ursmus 
associate wmter weather 
basketball games, pledg-
activities, and Reimert tn-
snowball wars. Unfortu-
"I've felt sick Since we got 
back from break," said sopho-
more Kate Peterson. "It hasn't 
been anything major, but the con-
stant cough and congestIOn IS 
Just gettmg annoymg. I am defi-
mtely ready for spring." 
Others haven't been so lucky. 
F or example, sophomore Heather 
Potts has suffered from ear and 
, this semester it seems smus infections and strep throat 
more and more students m the first five weeks back from 
finding themselves bedrid- holiday break. All of her ill-
and out-of-sync, suffering nesses required Potts to visit an 
all forms of flu and cold important resource available to 
ailments. all sniffling, sneezing, aching UC 
what is supposed to be students: the WellnessCenter. 
most wonderful time of the According to the medical pro-




Page 2 Page 4 
only a tYPical amount of stu-
dents so far this semester, m-
stead of betng constantly 
swamped wlthappomlments as 
one 'hould think. 
Dolores Arnold of Well ness 
related, "Sure, we have had our 
fair share of sick VISItS, but to be 
honest, this has not been one of 
our bUSiest wmters." 
According to Arnold, the Flu 
and Memngitis VaccinatIOns of-
fered to students in the fall have 
become quite popular and are 
helpmg to keep many healthy. 
"Wellness has seen very few 
student come in for sick visits 
after havmg received the vac-
cme," Arnold said 
AI though the fl u shot does not 





2000 pledgmg. However, the 
sisters of Phi Alpha Psi maln-
tamed the rIght to determme the 
status of the current pledges. 
"Some organizations thought 
it (the pumshment) 'has too se-
vere," GPC Co-Chair Carolyn 
Schweizer stated. "A loss of 
Aftertheconclu IOnofpledg-
lng, Phi Alpha PSI members 'hIli 
organize an assembly for the 
entire Greekcommunlty encom-
passing the "rules and regula-
tions of pledging" at r InUS 
COli 1111 lied 011 page :; 
•••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• 
The Ursinus campus lost yet another life and limb during a rainy 
day late this past week as a tree rooted outside Myrin Library 
tumbled to the ground. Staff Photo bv Ernv .7fokl' 
A&E SPORTS 
Berman Museum Art Yahusz BreaksRecord 
Review for Gymnastics 
Page 9 Page 11 
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All letters and articles submitted to 
The Grizzly must be signed by the 
author. In the interest of content 
integrity, anonymous articles will 
not be published. Opinions that 
appear in articles are those of those 
authors, and not necessarily those of 
the student body or administration. 
The Grizzly reserves the right to edit 
any submission for grammatical, 
legal, and/or spatial purposes. 
Submissions to The Grizzly can be 
dropped off in the submission box on 
the second floor stairwell of 
Bomberger. Deadlines are Thurs-
days at 5pm. 
NEWS February 29, 2000 
Winter Weather Illnesses Phi Psi Sanetiened 
Continued from front page 
"cure" its recipients from all winter ill-
nesses, it does diminish the severity of 
many of the ailments. 
Arnold stated, "Most of the students 
that come in to wellness are suffering from 
symptoms of the flu but not many have 
had it full blown." 
Therefore, Arnold highly recommends 
that" every student get their shot next fall , 
because it is most definitely worth it." 
This season, several cases of mono-
nucleosis have been also been evident 
around campus. This illness is very easily 
spread, especially within close-knit com-
munities, such as college campuses. 
Mono is characterized by such symp-




House Heist Still A Mystery 
After losing all his money and purchas-
ing a log cabin home, a Georgia man is 
now instead entangled in a police investi-
gation. The police are currently conduct-
ing an intense search for his stolen house, 
piece-by-piece. 
John Rhoads originally purchased the 
home in Spartanburg, South Carolina and 
had it disassembled in preparation for its 
transport to his Martinez, Georgia farm, 
where it was to be rebuilt. 
Yet, before the trip had even begun all 
the logs stacked at the Spartanburg prop-
erty suddenly turned up missing. 
Estimates indicate that between 40 and 
7 Slogs, all measuring at close to 20 feet in 
length, were stolen and, according to 
Rhoads, the only possible way to pull this 
type ofhouse heist off without a hitch is to 
steal one log at a time. 
Police are baffled at the present as to the 
whereabouts of the disassembled home 
and, upon exploration of the probable 
moti ves for the grand theft, are beginning 
to wonder if this could mark the first 
instance in history a house has been stolen 
and sold for parts. 
As a sheri ff investigating the case com-
mented, "This is rather unique. This is 
just a true testament that anything is pos-
sible." 
fatigue. Students need to be careful not to 
share contaminated objects such as cups 
or soda cans in order to prevent the spread 
of mono to others. 
On Feb. 2, it was reported that the 
famed groundhog did in fact see his 
shadow, but many on the UrsinusCollege 
campus are hoping that, as legend tells it, 
spring is now well on its way. 
Students got a glimpse of warmer 
weather late this past week but more frigid 
temperatures were expected to return until 
mid-March or early April. 
Until then, Arnold has recommended 
that we "do (our) best to get plenty of 
sleep, eat healthy, and dress properly when 
outside." 
Also, if you are feeling a bit "under the 
Been There, Dung That 
Researchers in Bangkok, Thailand have 
successfully managed to produce electric-
ity from natural gas originally obtained 
from elephant excrement. A spokeswoman 
for the project related to the press that 
experiments had been conducted since 
August with the sole purpose of generat-
ing ways to use elephant dung as a low-
Continued from froll! page 
College. 
"Deb Nolan and Todd McKinney were 
as supportive as their jobs would entail," 
Phi Alpha Psi president Stephanie 
Sullivan commented. "The Greekorga-
nizations were equally ,mpportive. I 
think the reason we had so much support 
was because we were honest in admit-
ting our wrongdoings." 
"We had the opportunity to work as a 
group toward a fair resolution, " Dean of 
Students Todd McKinney concluded. 
weather" don't hesitate to schedule an 
appointment in the Wellness Center. 
cost, environment-friendly energy 
source. Upon fermentation of the dung. 
researchers discovered, natural gas is 
produced which is suitable for cooking 
or for use in electric generators. A 
normal-sized elephant unloads close to 
100 pounds of excrement a day, which, 
researchers believe, can provide natural 
gas suitable for cooking for a family of 
two or three. 
Weekly Weather Forecast 
courtesy of weather. com 
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February 29, 2000 
Dan Reimold 
News Edt/or 
After close to 18 years, over 7,000 
perfonnances and an estimated ten mil-
lion tickets sold, the award-winning, 
beloved Broadway musical Cats will 
utter its last meow Jun. 25. The hit 
show, with music scored by Andrew 
Lloyd Webber, has been a phenomenal 
smash hit and top New York City tourist 
attraction since its inception in October 
1982. Yet recently, matinee crowds had 
dwindled to less than half the capacity 
of the theater and buzz had been circu-
lating for months among insiders specu-
lating the longest-running Broadway 
musical had at long last run its course. 
Upon news of the imminent closure, 
cast member Marlene Danielle stated, 
"there were tears, sure, and hugs. And 
believe it or not, there was lots oflaugh-
ter. Somehow, everybody knows in 
their heart that nothing goes on for-
ever." 
The 2000 Grammy awards held this 
past Wednesday, Feb. 23 featured the 
heartwarming comeback of a Latin gUi-
tar great and the coronation of an up-
and-comer on the pop charts. Mexican-
born Carlos Santana, who In a thirty-
year music career had recei ved on Iy one 
previous Grammy, garnered a record-
tying eight for his work on the album 
"Supernatural," released earlier this year. 
A gracious Santana, addressing the 
crowd during one of his many accep-
tance speeches spaced throughout the 
night, declared, "If I can do it, people 
from the ghettos, the barrio, the 
shantytowns can do it. I know, because 
I came from there." On the other end of 
the spectrum, rising teen pop star Chris-
tina Aguilera edged out singing sensa-
tion Britney Spears for the Best New 
Artist award, appearing surprised and 
thankful upon learning she had cap-
tured the coveted honor. 
Banned for life from Olympic fig-
Dre skating for her role in the 1994 
clubbing ofbi tter rival Nancy Kerrigan, 
fonnerskating sensation Tonya Harding 
bas punched, kicked and thrown her 
way onto the police blotter once again 
with a drunken attack aimed at her 
boyfriend that left him bruised, blood-
iedand Harding behind bars. Witnesses 
6ltestthat Harding repeatedly punched 
NEWS The Grizzly Page 3 
A brief look at the events .. . happenings ... occurrences that made news this past week throughout the country and around the world 
"Cats" Off Broadway ... Santana "Supernatural" at 
Grammy's ... McCain Beats Back Bush in Michigan 
live-in boyfnend Darren Silver dunng an 
altercation outSide their home in the early 
morning hours of thIS past Wednesday, 
Feb. 23 and also launched a large metal 
hubcap directly at hIm, causing serious 
facial injuries. Indicted on multiple counts 
of domestic violence charges stemming 
from the recent dispute, Harding has 
pleaded not guilty and has repeatedly told 
her lawyers and the media that she acted in 
self-defense. If convicted, Harding, 29, 
could be slapped with a five thousand 
dollar fine and ordered to spend up to 365 
days injail. 
sacristan had been Involved In an acnmo-
nlOUS dispute over the sacnstan's ben-
efits .. . 
Arizona Senator John McCain beat 
back Texas Governor George W. Bush In 
two more Important state pnmanes thIS 
past Tuesday ,Feb. 22, to hold a slight lead 
over the GOP frontrunner heading Into 
"Super Tuesday" March 7 when many key 
states send voters to the polls. In the state 
ofMichigan, McCain earned an even fifty 
percent of the popular vote, edging Bush 
by a full seven percentage points. In 
Arizona, McCain's home state, the popu-
lar senator scored 60 percent of the vote, 
compared to Bush's 36 percent. (See Sean 
Killeen's report on page 4 for further 
Decision 2000 news). 
Betty Lou Beets, a 62 year old Texas 
woman convicted 12 years prior for the 
shooting death of her fifth husband, Dal-
las, Texas fire captain Jimmy Don Beets, 
was executed vIa lethal injection this 
past Thursday, Feb. 24. Beets became 
only the second woman to be executed 
within the borders of Texas Since the 
time of the CIVtl War and only the fourth 
U.S. women put to death since the Su-
preme Court began allOWing the death 
penalty to resume as pUfllshment for 
violentcnmlnals In 1976. Texas gover-
nor George W. Bush rejected a last-
mmute request for a repneve c1almmg 
Beets had acted in self-defense, Instead 
signing an order to have her become the 
120th convicted kIller to be executed 
during his five-and-a-half-year tenure 
as state governor. Bush stated, "After 
careful review ofthe eVldence .. .I concur 
with the jury that Betty Lou Beets is 
guilty of this murder...I'm confident that 
the courts ... have thoroughly revIewed 
all the issues raised by the defendant." 
A riot begun in the exercise yard 
between hundreds of African American 
and Hispanic inmates imprisoned within 
one of California's most violent jails this 
past Wednesday, Feb. 23 left one prisoner 
dead and 28 others wounded. The sudden 
violence erupted in mid-morning in the 
highest-security wing ofpelican Bay 
State Prison, escalating rapidly and 
finally ending a halfhour later. Lieu-
tenant Ben Grundy commented, "All 
indications are there was no Single 
inmate who started it. It was more of 
_·MAaOO=E=£i ill I] ~a II] ~ia'llla [1 
a group effort. The main groups of 
people involved were black and His-
panic. A lot of them are in street 
gangs, but this was more a raCIal 
issue than a gang issue." Prison 
guards used tear gas, pepper spray 
and rubber bullets in an attempt to 
quell the violence, finally succumb-
ing to the use of lethal force when 
there appeared to be no other option 
to end the fighting. 
A Sicilian parish priest is cur-
rently in critical condition after sip-
ping tainted holy wine from a chalice 
during a catholic mass this past 
Thursday, Feb. 24 at a local Basilica 
located in Catania, Sicily. Police 
reports indicate Rev. Alfio Giueseppe 
collapsed while standing at the altar 
only moments after sipping the Eu-
charist wine always traditionally pre-
pared by the sacristan ofthe church. 
The wine he drank later tested posi-
tive for traces of herbicide. Hours 
after the priest's collapse, police ar-
rested the fifty-three year old church 
sacristan after discovenng a bottle 
of herbicide similar to the type used 
in the wine stashed at his home. 
Apparently, as oflate, the pnest and 
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Ursinus' Own Superbagger Meghan Gualtieri: Profile of a True 
UC Role Model 
Lauren Flanagan 
Advertising Editor 
A supermarket cashier. A 
position that calls to mind long 
hours on your feet, a meager 
salary and menial tasks. Yet 
one Ursinus College freshman 
has recently acquired a unique 
collection of adjectives to de-
scribeherpositionatGenuardi's 
Family Market. Her job de-
scription now consists of words 
such as fame, cash, prizes, va-
cation and fun! How exactly 
does this vocabulary relate to a 
job at Genuardi ' s? 
Almost one year ago, fresh-
man Susan Goll entered a bag-
ging contest at Genuardi' s Fam-
ily Market in Feasterville where 
she has been employed for two 
years. About 50 baggers from 
neighboring Genuardi's came 
together one night to "bag off!" 
The object was to fit35 objects 
into two bags. Ajudge scored 
the contestants on the technique 
and structure of the bags, their 
speed, the weight distribution 
of the bags, as well as their 
appearance and attitude. Goll 
placed first and won a color 
TV, $100 and two tickets to 
Hershey Park, where she would 
go on to compete in the state-
wide contest. 
Months later, Goll competed 
with 22 contestants at Hershey 
Park in a contest sponsored by 
The Penn sylvania Food national contest,shewalkedaway self-created Theatre arts major 
Merchant ' s Association with $500 from the NGA for Cynthia Neff atUrsinusCollege. Spending 
(PFMA). Once again victorious, participating in the contest, not -St....:.afJ-~-r-ite-r-------- the 1998 fall semester studying 
Goll received $200 in cash, a to mention the four day trip to Many of you may currently Theatre ofthe Absurd & Mod-
large plaque and certificate, an Las Vegas ... which, by the way, know Meghan Gualtieri as the em British Drama at Oxford 
invitation to compete in the na- she received paid vacation time writer and director of Halves, University, Gualtieri completed 
tional contest in LAS VEGAS for! which was presented by her first Ursinus Summer Fel-
and the title "BestBagger in Penn- And what does Susan Goll have proTheatre, the Ursinus campus lowship in theatre theory. The 
rF.~~~~~~~~~~~~~i1.to say about the experi- drama organization, in Ritter UC senior wrote Halves this 
The competition was held in The ? Ct ' 1 h ' 
ence . er am y, t 1S CenterthispastWednesday,Feb. past sumrnerduring her second Las Vegas Convention Center and h' '11 t 
cas 1erW1 no remem- 23 through Saturday, Feb. 26. fellowship. 
was sponsored by The National b th 1 t 
er e unp easan cus- Gualtieri is that and much more, Gualtieri is currently pursu-Grocer ' s Association Convention. ~ h 
tomers or sore leet t at therefore qualifying her as a true ing two independent studies, 
The competition was between 1 ·thth . b 
come a ong W1 e JO. role model Ursinus student. one in sculpture with Professor 
twenty-four baggers from different ltd h '11 
ns ea s e Gualtieri, a 22-year-old origi- TedXarasandoneindirecting ~;;sta;;;te;;s;;. ;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;;i!llook back on this great nally from Blue Bell, PA, is a Phi with Professor Domenick 
experience, remember- Beta Kappa senior English and Scudera. Gualtieri is also the 
sylvania." 
In February, Goll and her fam-
ily headed out to Nevada for an 
all-expense paid visit. The com-
petition was held in the Las Ve-
gas Convention Center and was 
sponsored by The National 
Grocer's Association Conven-
tion. The competition was be-
tween 24 baggers from different 
states. 
"The Las Vegas contest was 
fun since there were about 200 
spectators there to cheer us on. 
They played upbeat music while 
we bagged," remarked Goll. "I 
remember hearing· Dave 
Matthews right before I bagged, 
which, being one of my favorites, 
helped me calm down and focus 
myself." 
Although Goll did not win the 
states. 
Census 2000 
ing, "I was glad to receive some Continued on paKe 5 
help with my tuition from the r.=====================~~ 
PFMA and NGA. It was fun to 
see myselfin the paper and on the 
news. I'll never forget this time 
in my life, and I'll never forget 
how great it felt to be the 'home-
town hero' of the little town of 
Feasterville, population 4,000." 
"It was great to be involved in 
a fun event and have the support 
of my Feasterville store, my 
Eagleville store near Ursinus, 
David Genuardi, the PFMA, the 
media, my customers, and my 
family," Goll continued. 
"I had a lot offun! I'm so glad 
that I was persuaded to get in-
volved in the first place. I never 
thought that I would be where I 
am today less than a year from 
the firsttime I 'bagged-off,' Goll 
concluded. 
The Department of 
Classics Presents 
Tuesday Lunchtime Videos 
This Semester: 
(The 1970's BBe Series) 
When: Tuesdays from 11 :30-12:30 
Where: Olin 009 
Bring your lunch 
What's Up In Wellness 
Preganancy Prevention 
ally transmitted disease. 
<;;ensus 2000 is coming to our area in the near future. Apr. 1 is designated as Census Day 
here at Ursin us. Students will be receiving census information in their mailboxes after Spring 
Break. Designated drop off areas will be assigned across campus on Apr. 1. It is vital that every 
student takes a few minutes to fill out the appropriate information. Census data is used to 
determine the apportionment of seats in the US House of Representatives and the distribution 
of state and Federal Funds. It is also used to decide where critical services, such as health 
clinics, schools, and day-care centers, are placed in each community. 
Ciara Rodgers 
Special to The Grizzly 
Sexual relationships in the col-
lege community can advance 
faster than planned at times. The 
risks and consequences of sexual 
behavior can be great. We have 
all heard of the many sexually 
transmitted diseases and the pain-
ful and sometimes permanent 
damage that can result. There 
are several means of avoiding 
pregnancy and STDs, including 
abstinence, condoms, and birth 
control pills. 
Condoms are slightly less 
effecti ve than abstinence, but 
are still a good option for a 
sexually active couple. 
Another option is the birth 
control pill, which prevents 
pregnancy by making the fe-
male body believe that it is 
pregnant and therefore the egg 
is unable to become fertil-
ized. 
Job Opportunities 
The United States Census Bureau is looking for people throughout the area to do part time 
work in their own communities as enumerators and crew chiefs. Anyone who can work up to 
40 hours per week is encouraged to apply. The pay range is from $14 to $15.50 an hour. 
A 30 minute basic skills test is required to qualify, and test are being offered throughout 
Montgomery County. Please call 1-888-325-7733 or 610-270-3162 to register for a test at 
a location convenient to you. For more information on these job opportunities, stop by Career 
Services. 
Abstinence, or choosing not to 
engage in sexual activites, is 
100% effective in the prevention 
ofunwanted pregnancy and sexu-
Birth control pills and 
condoms are available at the 
Wellness Center. Any ques-
tions that you may have in 
relation to sexual health can 
be directed to the medical 
providers at the Wellness 
Cente. You may reach 
WeI/ness by calling x2412. 
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- Decision 2000 -
Sean Killeen 
Staff Writer 
Arizona Senator John 
McCain has proven once again 
that he refuses to throw in the 
towel. McCain shocked the 
nation Tuesday, Feb. 21 with 
impressive GOP primary vic-
tories in both Michigan and Ari-
zona, toppling frontrunner 
George W. Bush and scoring 
much-needed electoral votes in 
the process. Irony may have 
played a part in the Bush defeat 
in Michigan, as reports sur-
faced indicating that Bush used 
tactics to gain an edge in South 
Carolina which may have led to 
the Tuesday loss in Michigan. 
Apparently, it was Bush's af-
filiation with thePat-Robertson-
led Christian right that made some 
Michigan constituents vote 
against the popular Texas Gov-
ernor. Even further hindering his 
chances was Bush's decision to 
make a speech at historically in-
sensitive Bob Jones University, 
an institution which barred black 
students long after desegrega-
tion and whose president once 
referred to the Pope ofthe Catho-
lic Church as "the Anti-Christ." 
Senator McCain received 55 
percent of the popular vote in the 
Michigan race while Bush mus-
tered only 44 percent. Although 
the win was a huge step for the 
McCain, the Senator is still fight-
ing an uphill battle for the party 
nomination. Experts have noted 
that Governor Bush received the 
majority of the Republican vote 
in Michigan, yet watched as 
McCain rode to VictOry on the 
coattails of active Democrats 
who, per primary voting rules, 
are eligible to take part in deter-
mining the GOP race. 
Unfortunately for McCain, in 
future state primaries, the vote 
will only be open to Republi-
cans, thus eroding the impact of 
McCain's appeal with the major-
ity of Democratic and Indepen-
dent voters interested in the Re-
publican dogfight. 
Several well-known national 
polls indicate McCain holds an 
Il-percentage-point lead among 
prospective voters over leading 
Democratic candidate V ice Presi-
dent Al Gore. Yet, the job 
McCain needs to focus on cur-
rently is attracting more moder-
ate Republicans ifhe is to ha e 
any chance ofreceiving the nomi-
nation over favorite Bush. 
Democratic candidates Gore 
and Bill Bradley are currently 
engaging in a coast to coast po-
liticalmud-slmgingcontest. Each 
candidate has ripped apart the 
other's policy in numerous de-
bates, rallies, and teleVlsion com-
mercials. RecentlY,Bradleypos-
ited the question, "What do we 
really know about Al Gore?" to 
which he proceeded to challenge 
the vice-president's voting record 
on key issues including gun con-
trol, tobacco legislation, educa-
tion reform and health care. 
Bradley's remarks are an at-
tempt in part to recapture the 
media's attention and rekindle his 
seemingly dwindling populari ty . 
Bradley suffered senous losses 
In the Iowa and Delaware cau-
cuses and the New Hampshire 
pnmary and is in danger offall-
ing too far behind to even have a 
shot at the party nomination. 
Gore, meanwhile. has re-
mained steady throughout the 
primanes and has not seemed at 
all threatened by the sudden at-
tacks from his opponent. 
In the end, the voters will de-
Cide. On "Super Tuesday" Mar. 
7, these key states, New York, 
Ohio and California, head to the 
polls. When the dust settles, the 
nation will be provided with a 
clearer picture of who will be 
the Republican and Democrat 
candidate most likely to appear 
in the general election this fall. 
.•..................................................... ~ .................................... . 
• 
• 
Profile of Meghan Gualtieri: True UC Role Model : Aging Space Station or Tourist Hot Spot??? 
Continued from page 4 
director of Halves, as part of 
her interdisciplinary honors 
project. 
On campus, Gualtieri works 
as a curatorial assistant in the 
Berman Museum of Art and as 
the House Coordinator for 
Zwingli Hall. Off campus, 
Gualtieri works as the Educa-
tion Assistant at the People's 
Light & Theatre Company in 
Malvern where she interned last 
semester. 
Looking to the future, 
Gualtieri has been accepted to 
Brown University's Masters 
program in Theatre Arts and 
Cornell University's doctoral 
program in theatre arts. 
Gualtieri is also currently a 
semi-finalist for an Andrew 
Mellon grant for doctoral work 
and will fly to Michigan m early 
March to interview. 
As an Ursinus Steinbright 
!cholar, Gualtieri is the Ursinus 
College valedictorian for the 
lass 0[2000, the President of 
igma Tau Delta (the English 
ODor Society) and the Vice-
sident of the Gay/Straight 
liance. 
Gualtieri has portrayed a va-
riety of characteris while acting 
in eight plays at Ursinus includ-
ing a Jewish wife in Brecht on 
Brecht; a psychiatrist, French 
singer, woman, and poetess in 
A ... My Name Is Alice; and 
Antigone in Antigone. The se-
nior has also done ensemble work 
in a number of those plays, as 
well as directing a staged reading 
of her play Quarters in 1998. 
Gualtieri's play Halves recently 
debuted and has earned rave re-
views from fellow students (see 
review on page 8.) Featured in 
the play are Professor Patti 
Schroeder as Elizabeth and stu-
dents Melissa Moyer, Jeffrey 
Church, and Rick Bechtel as 
Fiona, David, and Max respec-
tively. 
When asked what was her 
greatest inspiration for the writ-
ing ofthe play, Gualtieri related, 
"Twenty-two years of books, 
ideas ... I cannot answer that 
question concisely. Nothing and 
everything ... " 
Gualtieri treasures the time she 
spent researching, writing, di-
recting, and producing the play. 
The senior's self-made major 
is Theatre Arts, which she cre-
ated upon arriving at Ursinus in 
her freshman year. Gualtieri pro-
• 
• 
posed a major thatwould include: 
theatre-related English classes, • 
theatre classes, independent stud- : 
ies, study abroad, an internship, : 
Investors to Transform Mir Into 
Out-Of-This-World Hotel 
summer fellowships and an in- • 
terdisciplinary honors project. : John Grebe 
-----------------------
"The administration approved : Staff Writer 
the proposal and has been of the • 
utmost support with regard to : 
myself-createdmajor,"Gualtieri: A group of investors from 
commented. • MirCorp have signed a $20 mil-
The group of professors in- : lion deal to rent the space station 
volved with Gualtieri's Theatre: Mir from the Russian govern-
Arts major includes Dr. Patti • ment. 
Schroeder, Dr. Jena Osman, Dr.: MirCorp plans on renovating 
Joyce Henry, Dr. Carol Dole and • the aging space station into a 
Professor Domenick Scudera, : luxurious vacation resort 125 
among others. : miles off the ground with an ulti-
When asked why she decided • mate view of earth. 
tocreateherownmajor,Gualtieri: For only $20 million, a guest 
replied, "I have a passion for: will travel on a Russian Soyuz 
theatre. As academic disciplines, • rocket to the space station that 
EnglishandTheatreArtscomple- : will be able to accommodate up 
ment one another in a dynamic: to five guests at a time. 
and fascinating way." • MirCorp plans on spending 
Gualtieri is inspired by the writ - : $200 million to renovate Mir and 
ings of German lyric poet, Ramer: $100 million a year to maintain 
MariaRilke who once said, "Live. and operate Mir. 
the questions now." Perhaps itis : 
by living the questions that: 
Gualtieri has enabled herself to • 
go the extra step, take risks, and : 





However, nobody knows 
how practical the proposed 
project is. Mirisnow 14years 
old and was only designed to 
last for five years. 
The station was abandoned 
by its crew last August. 
MirCorp understands the many 
potential pitfalls associated 
with the project. 
Mir is sti 11 damaged from an 
almost deadly fire and devas-
tating crash that forced the 
crew to seal off a compartment 
after a hull breach earlier last 
year. 
Regardless of that incident 
and other negative factors, 
MirCorp plans to move ahead 
with its idea to house the ulti-
mate global tourist attraction. 
Be sure to stay tuned to find 
out what happens. 
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I.ETTER TO THE 
EDITOR/: 
Author's note: This letter was not 
originally intended for public con-
sumption. Dean Deb Nolan and the 
head of Dining Services, Mr. Charles 
Staker, were both very receptive to 
my concerns and I am very thankful 
to them. Th e powers that be who 
control tuition, however, decided that 
my situation was not worthy of a 
refund. This is the letter that circu-
lated through the u.c. dining and 
fin ancial departments. 
I am writing in regard to an 
incidentthatoccurred last week 
at Zack's. In between classes I 
went to Zack' s to grab a quick 
lunch. I opted for a pizza "meal 
deal." Since there were no "meal 
deals" premade, I had to wait 
about 10 minutes. I chose a 
drink and a cup of soup to com-
plete this "meal deal." While I 
waited for the pizza, I had a few 
spoonfuls ofsoup, and I refilled 
it before I went to the register. I 
was then informed that since I 
had refilled my soup, my "meal 
deal" was no longer a "meal 
deal " and that I would be 
charged for two soups. At this 
point I became very angry, and 
used some harsh language . I 
apologize for the blue language, 
but as for the food and the argu-
ment as to whether or not a few 
ounces of soup qualifies as a 
"meal deal ," I believe I am the 
one owed an apology. 
Rarely do I make itto Wismer. 
My schedule simply does not al-
low for me to get to a cafeteria 
that is only open for a grand total 
of six hours a day during the 
week and four hours a day on the 
weekends. As a resul t I am forced 
to eat almost all of my meals at 
Zack' s. The "cash equiva-
lency" offered at Zack' s, 
however, is as woefully lack-
ing as are the Wismer hours 
of operation. What exactly 
is three dollars and forty or 
seventy -five cents supposed 
to be equivalentto anyway? 
If I am unsatisfied with 
Zack's whopping choice of three 
entrees I can either chose the 
everyday "meal deal" or order 
from the regular menu. The prob-
lem with the everyday "meal deal" 
is that it is, just as it says; every-
day. I cannot eat a cheese pizza 
or a sandwich twice a day, every 
day. Ordering from the regular 
menu becomes a problem because 
any entree item, at around three 
fifty a piece, does not allow for a 
drink or a side item under the 
pitiful three dollar and change, 
"cash equivalency." 
Another problem with Zack ' s 
OPINIONS 
are the hours that are offered for 
"cash equivalency." The "cash 
equivalency" plan runs for an 
hour after the doors of Wismer 
have closed. So for all of the 
money spent in order for me to go 
to Ursin us, the money used on 
my mandatory meal plan becomes 
null and void after seven thirty. 
Most other colleges that I have 
visited offer a la carte cafeterias. 
Students have X amount of money 
to spend during the semester, and 
the cafeteria is open from early 
morning until 12 or so at night. 
Only at the end of the entire se-
tion that the food at Ursinus is 
awful. Referring back to the 
"meal deal s," the soup is usually 
bland, and the fruit is often dry. 
Basics such as chicken fmgers 
and burgers are often over or 
undercooked. Creative selections 
are also a problem. Perhaps the 
chicken fry and the chicken cake 
are both derived from the same 
part of the chicken, but whatever 
part that is, it tastes horrendous. 
Service is also a problem at 
Zack' s. I am often ignored for 
quite a while as employees tend 
to do nothing in particular. If I 
come in any time after 
The service is sub-par, and 
the food quality is panned 
by almost all students who 
eight o'clock, there are 
no soup or pretzels, and 
other various items have 
been put away. I have 
even been to Zack's at 
live on campus ..• 
mester would a student ' s money 
become void if he/she did not 
spend the allotted amount. The 
practice of voiding meals that 
one cannot make during the hours 
of "cash equivalency" is ridicu-
lous. This holds especially true 
for those students who are ineli-
gible for the bonus plan either 
because they are a freshman or 
missed the cutoff date for chang-
ing meal plans 
Must I touch on the overall 
quality of food on campus? In 
my four semesters in Collegeville, 
I have learned the universal no-
five thirty and been 
gi ven a hard time by an 
employee who was try-
ing to close the wrap station. 
I know the woman who told her 
manager that I was "stealing" 
soup by refilling my cup prob-
ably thinks that I am some 
smartass kid trying to rip off her 
employer, but this is far from the 
truth. The fact of the matter is 
that I have no kitchen in my dor-
mitory and no other place to eat 
other than at Zack's. My meal 
plan has been paid for in full. I 
ha ve never stolen from Zack ' sin 
my two years at this school, nor 
do I appreciate being accused of 
stealing. I have worked m the 
February 29, 2000 
food service Industry Since( 
was 14-years-old. I have 
worked at every type of restau-
rant from fast food to fine din. 
mg (including two years in a 
McDonald's drive thru). Asa 
result, I am usually polite and 
respectful to any and everyone 
in the service business. Last 
week, however, I was sick of 
eating small portions of taste. 
less food from an eatery that 
has a monopoly on my food 
money, an eatery that dictates 
when I eat, and an eatery that 
tells me what does and does not 
qualify as a "meal deal." 
In conclusion, the hours of 
operation at Wismer, and the 
hours of "cash equi valency" at 
Zack's are unacceptable. No 
matter how hard I have tried, I 
cannot force myselfto eat when 
someone else has arbitrarily de-
cided that I should. The service 
is sub-par, and the food quality 
is panned by almost all students 
who live on campus and are 
subjected to the mandatory meal 
plan. As a result, I have been 
forced to go through other chan-
nels in order to eat three square 
meals a day. I shop at Redner's 
or Acme and cook at my mend's 
apartment. I eat out as often as 
money will allow. In other 
words, I pay twice for every 
meal, not only for a full meal 
plan on campus, but also for the 
food that I actually eat. Due to 
the school 'scomplete failure to 
-----------------------------------------------..... meet my needs, I am asking for 
a refund for my meal plan on 
the remainder of the semester Open Your Eyes: Food and Diversity at Ursinus College 
Debora Sarmento 
Spe~lal to the Grizzly 
There is just no possible way 
I could write all of my argu-
ments in one double spaced 
page, but still , I insist in bring-
ing up the discussion . 
While reading Steven 
Sheaffer ' s article for the last 
issue of the Collegevillain, I 
couldn't but think about the 
most basic complaints of stu-
dents at Ursinus - at least the 
ones I hear the most: the food 
and the people. 
1. Food. Why do people 
complain so much about 
Wismer? How many di fferent 
dishes do they have per meal? 
From the top of my head I can 
think of about eight hot dishes, 
three or four kinds of pizzas, two 
kinds of soups, breads, sandwich 
bar, salad bar, fruits, ice cream, 
frozen yogurt machine, six or 
seven types of cereals, at least 
two different kinds ofbaked des-
serts, soda machines, juice ma-
chines, milk machines, iced tea, 
hot tea, coffee, and I am sure I am 
forgetting a few other things. At 
how many places on Earth, do 
people think they are going to 
find this variety of food in large 
quantity and availability? And 
how many times do people try 
eating different things? If there is 
no pepperoni pizza one day, one 
might likely say, "There is noth-
ing to eat," although there are 
four other kinds of pizza and at 
least ten options offood to choose 
from. 
2. People and their "not" di-
verse characters. I have heard not 
less than 20 colleagues say, "I 
wi II never be part ofthe insane 80 
percent that marries another 
Ursinus student." Perhaps I will 
have to agree on that one, "just 
because,"butdiversityisa touchy 
subject and of incredible rel-
evance. How does someone at 
this school dare to say there is no 
diversity? Diversity exists, the 
problem ispeopledon'tcommu-
nicate, theydon'texchangeideas, 
they don ' t try making conversa-
tion with others, theydon'tallow 
themselves to leave their own little 
groups. 
Try noticing the funny and sad 
division that exists during lunch 
---- Jeremy Trucker 
Class of 2 
and dinner at WIsmer ' s tables . ... _________ .. 
Yes, you will" find the Zwingli 
people (very nice by the way), the 
internatIOnal students, the foot-
ball players, the African Ameri-
cans, sororities' and fraternIties' 
tables, and a few other divisions 
or sub-divisions, but the fact is, 
people do not move or mix. And 
why is that? Why do people re-
main doing the same things over 
and over, with the same people? 
Steven, is the food really a 
problem? Is Ursmus lacking di-
versity in reality? 
Maybe the problem is not the 
food or the lack of diversIty among 
students at Ursinus, but the fact 
that most of us recognize one 
them. 
Offended 
E-mail letter to t 
editor to "chcocca: 
or drop off an 
editorial of your 
won (with a copy 
on disk) in the ho 
on the second flo 
of Bomberger b 
Thursday at 5 pm 
SOUND Off! 
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Fox's Marry a Millionaire Fiasco 
Sends Wrong Message 
Dan Reimold 
News Editor 
A further step in the de-evo-
lution process of the human 
species occurred in front of a 
national television audience 
three Mondays ago Feb. 15 on 
a two hour Fox Network spe-
cial entitled, "Who Wants to 
Marry a Multimillionaire?" 
For the show, fifty women 
of all colors, shapes and sizes 
and from all walks oflife strut-
ted their stuff in swimsui ts and 
evening gowns before a live 
studio audience, up to twenty-
two million viewers around the 
nation and, most importantly, 
a faceless man whose riches, 
we were brainwashed, entitled 
him to anyone of the fifty 
women he so desired. The 
over four dozen female con-
testants were competing for a 
handsome cash prize, Carib-
bean cruise, new car, expen-
sive diamond wedding ring, a 
chance for fifteen minutes of 
fame and, of course, the op-
portunity to spend eternity wi th 
a man they'd never met. 
Yet, in reality, the stakes 
were much higher and the risk 
much greater, with the poten-
tial pitfalls far outweighing the 
possible gain. 
So was the case for "winning" 
bride Darva Congers, 34, a nurse 
and Gulf War Veteran, who de-
clared days after the event, "I 
don't think I was thinking clearly. 
I committed an error in judg-
ment. The honest truth is I was 
very uncomfortable around 
him ... He'sjustnotaperson ... that 
I would ordinarily have even a 
friendly relationship with. I have 
worked my whole life to be a 
credible person, a person of in-
tegrity. Unfortunately, in two 
hours I destroyed much of that 
credibility." 
And the same can be said of the 
Fox Television Network that 
aired this bizarre spectacle as a 
sweeps-month prime time spe-
cial. 
Truly, what message are we 
airing for children and young 
adults to witness with this win-
ner -takes-all, arranged marriage, 
bride-a-thon broadcast without 
remorse into waiting American 
homes? 
We are teaching that the Al-
mighty Dollar usurps the Al-
mighty God in respect to the sa-
cred vows of marriage when the 
stakes are high enough. We are 
teaching that modem-day rela-
tionships are competItIOns and 
may the best man or woman win. 
We are teaching that men should 
have their pick of whatever sub-
servient female they feel has the 
brains and the beauty to be their 
bride. 
These are dangerous messages 
to send via basic cable to a gen-
eration already spiraling down a 
long and winding staircase of 
moral ineptitude. 
As Congers, the once aston-
ished bride now blushing from 
embarrassment, related in a na-
tionally televised interview over 
a week after the incident, "I only 
wish I had had the moral forti-
tude to walk away." 
And in truth, don't we all. 
Fox's plans for a sequel to the 
ratings sensation have been nixed 
due to angry vocal protests from 
various women's rights groups 
and amid serious allegations dis-
crediting the already shady past 
of the supposedly upstanding 
million-dollar-man. 
Butalas, who believes that WIth 
even the original airing of this 
bride-auction that the damage, 
embedded within the collective 
consciousness of the American 
public, has already been done? 
I'll tell you who. 
"I do." 
The millionaire and his 
wife on their three hour 
tour-Rick Rockwell, left, 
and his wife Darva 
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The Bear Truth 
Column by Heather Gurk 
I wasn't going to approach the subject, but in light 
of recent developments, I can't seem to ignore it. 
Fox's latest disaster, "Who Wants To Marry a 
Multimillionaire," is quite possibly one ofthe lamest 
programs to ever hit the airwaves. Now, it has been 
puUed due to the rather appalling scandal that erupted 
following the show's debut, a scandal that is almost as 
outrageous as the show itself. 
Consider the concept for a moment: fifty 
bachelorettes vie for the attention of an eligible 
multimillionaire bachelor who in turn chooses his 
future bride on the basis of surface-level impressions 
... in the span of one hour. Actually, make that 45 
minutes - the final portion of the show is dedicated 
to the Las Vegas-style marriage ceremony. Sound a 
little off the wall? For me, the premise seemed just a 
bit too demented to warrant watching. Perhaps the 
23 million viewers who tuned in did so to see sensa-
tionalism at its best, or simply for a good laugh. 
The show's first and last millionaire bachelor, Rick 
Rockwell, is now at the center of a controversy that 
involves his past and the background check, or lack 
there of, performed by the show's producers. Only 
after the wedding and the start ofthe honeymoon was 
it discovered that Rockwell's past may not be as 
pristine as once thought. In fact, it has been reported 
that the self-proclaimed real-estate developer not 
only lied about his background, but was once issued 
a restraining order by a former girlfriend. 
How did Rockwell's wife react to this news? Aside 
from crying the whole way home on a separate plane 
from her new hubby, she's starting to pop up on talk 
shows to share her sob story involving a mistaken 
husband identity. 
Though some aspect of it seems to make headlines 
almost every day, the scandalis oflittle interestto me. 
What does concern me is the fundamental concept of 
"Who Wants to Marry a Multimillionaire." How 
does such a show reflect upon the formerly-sacred 
institution of marriage in American society? Is it 
acceptable that the process of choosing a lifetime 
partner has been reduced to 45 minutes of competi-
tion and TV fame? 
Though it may seem implausible to compare a 
fictional program to realUfe, this program is reality. 
As far as one can tell, Rick Rockwell is not an actor, 
but a real person who chose to enter in to marriage 
with a complete stranger on national TV. And as a 
result, I find it hard to muster up even a morsel of 
compassion for Rockwell or his new bride; they 
deserve all the humiliation and invasive media cover-
age that comes their way (but please, let there not be 
too many talk-show deals- he's already a multimil-
lionaire, and now, so is sbe). 
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Church on Film 
Tobey Maguire: Boy Wonder? 
OSCAR WATCH: 
Best Picture of the Year 
Jeff C hurch he has to, stuck in a meaningless 
existence. His novel stretches to 
2610 pages, a metaphor for his 
his distinct, straightforward, un-
emotional style--this time it 
works-- he seems ready-made for 
the brooding role of James Leer. 
NOMINEES: 
A & E Editor 
Wonder Boys 
Michael Douglas ... Grady Tripp 
Tobey Maguire . . . James Leer 
long and unending li fe. 
The other side ofthis uni verse: 
James Leer, a depressed genius, 
studies under Tripp. He is so 
enthralled by writing fiction that 
he creates his own identity as he 
goes, like a writer creates a char-
Wonder Boys explores human 
life, delving into what it means to 
live, meaningfully: tapping into 
raw emotions, taking chances, 
and doing what one wants to do. 
Despite an unsuccessful fmal act, 
Wonder Boys wonderfully cap-
tures life when it is comic, stoic, 
weak, defeated, or glorious. 
RATING: (out of 4) ***112 
AMERICAN BEAUTY 
THE CIDER HOUSE RULES 
THE GREEN MILE 
Frances McDormand . . . Sara 
Gaskell THE INSIDER 
Katie Holmes ... Hannah Green 
Directed by ... Curtis Hanson THE SIXTH SENSE 
acter. However, he can read 
As Neil Young poignantly Tripp like a book. Leer repre-
sings "Old man, look at my life, sents the idealism that Tripp has 
I'm a lot like you," the "Wonder lost sight of under the pressures 
Boys," Professor Grady Tripp oflife. 
Jeff Church 
A&E Editor 
The Cider House Rules 
Tobey Maguire ... Homer Wells 
Michael Caine . .. Wilbur Larch 
Charlize Theron .. . Candy Kendall 
Directed by . . . Lasse Hallstrom 
and student James Leer, stand Douglas 
eye to eye, their lives irrevoca- is uncanny 
bly compared and implicated. in his por-
One side of this universe: Pro- tray a I 0 f The Academy's choice for The 
fessor Tripp, stricken with old Tripp : I Cider House Rules as a Best 
age and disillusionment, plods could read Picture nominee was, at first, an 
along through life mechanisti- his time- awfulonetome. Given the great 
cally. He is a famous writer, bat t ere d progressive, innovative films that 
although seven long years ago eyes and came out in the latter quarter of 
his only masterpiece was re- hear his 1999, The Cider House Rules 
leased, so his shadow is begin- sa r don i c seemed like another conserva-
ningtowane. He lives cynically v 0 ice . tive, overly-sentimental pickby 
under the influence of marijuana Mag u ire Tobey Maguire and Michael Douglas in Wonder Boys the predictable Academy. 
ta~n~d~c~o~d~ci~n~e~. ~H:e~l~iv~e:s~b:e:c:au:s:e~!a£c~ts~W~it~h~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ B~ilienlp~mybiubehlnd 
- me, saw the film, and I changed A Student's proTheatre: Halves my mind. 
Stephanie Restine 
Editor-in -Chief pieces remaining ofElizabeth and 
Fiona's life together. 
an in-depth look at same-sex re-
lationships. 
The Cider House Rules por-
trays desperate situations of 
moral conflict. John Irving, 
screenwriter (based on his novel), 
for all Situations. However, 
acting according to these rules 
(especially those set down by 
society) is not necessarily the 
best action to perform. Intu-
itively, we all have a sense of 
what is right, according to Irv-
ing. Wecan "play God" (in the 
sense of creating morality) when 
it comes to acting in certain 
situations. 
Michael Caine acts with in-
credible, visceral power in this 
film (rightfully nominated for 
best supporting actor). He is a 
scientist, emphasizing utility, 
but strongly aware of his own 
movement toward old age. 
Delroy Lindo strongly plays 
a migrant-worker and father 
stricken with desperation and 
regret. 
Although not perfect, The 
Cider House Rules is a beauti-







The capacity crowd depart-
ing the proTheatre production 
of Halves on Friday, Feb. 25 
seemed aghast with wonder. 
Although this tale of mystery 
and romance left each audience 
member to draw his or her own 
conclusions at its end, Halves 
was wi thout a doubt an extraor-
dinary combination of writing, 
directing, and acting. 
The production was set in the 
living room of the cottage. Deco-
rated with dried flowers and 
Fiona's paintings, the room was 
picture perfect right down to the 
overstuffed couch, the antique 
desk, and the porcelain tea set-
tings. The offstage exits were 
well designed, leaving audience 
members free to imagine the cast 
members in the kitchen or climb-
ing the stairs to the second floor. 
Not to be overshadowed by 
Gualtieri's writingdebut,junior 
Rick Bechtel stole the show as 
the blatantly homosexual Max. 
Bechtel brought down the house 
on several occasions, chatting 
with the "phone guy" and dis-
cussing the nature of classified 
ads. 
Junior Jeff Church 
presents charac-
ters who must 
"make their own 
rules" in human 
conduct. It is easy 
but all-too-igno-
rant to generalize 
and offer a blan-
***112 
keting set of rules Michael Caine in Cider House Rules 
Written by Ursinus senior 
Meghan Gualtieri, the story re-
volves around two couples dur-
ing two different time periods 
yet within the same small cot-
tage near Boston. At the turn of 
the 19th century, Elizabeth, a 
feminist writer supporting 
women ' s suffrage, and Fiona, a 
naive, young painter, inhabit the 
cottage. In the present, friends 
David and Max are vacationing 
at the cottage, while separately 
putting together the puzzle 
Gualtieri's work as the writer 
and director was exceptional. 
Due to the juxtaposition of the 
separate storylines in the same 
setting, the exits and entrances of 
the actors throughout the pro-
duction were crucial. Gualtieri 
made what seemed to be a diffi-
cult intertwinement look simple. 
Although the dialogue in the ex-
position of the story seemed 
slightly weak, Gualtien was able 
to quickly envelop the crowd 111 
complimented Bechtel's outra-
geous humor in his portrayal of 
David, the ultimate uptight 
straight man. Encumbered by an 
unknown burden concerning his 
familial ties to the cottage, 
Church was truly frightening 
when confronting Max about his 
plans of deception. 
Senior Melissa Moyer and Pro-
fessorPattiSchroederportrayed 
Fiona and Elizabeth, respectively. 
Moyer was quite convincl11g, re-
vealing Fiona ' s mnocence in 
matters of men while standing up 
for her convictions. Schroeder's 
performance was intriguing, leav-
ing one unsure of Elizabeth's 
manner at the start but allowing 
one to warm to the strong yet 
vulnerable character as the story 
continued. 
Although many seemed disap-
pointed with the lack of closure 
atthe play's conclusion, an "erJd-
ing" did not seem completely 
necessary and may have been 
anticlimactic after the suspense-
ful budd-up of emotIOns. Aug-
menting the mysterious nature 
of the story, audience members 
were not handed a tidy sum-
mary of events and had to utilize, 
their powers of intuition to fonn 
their own conclusions. 
After four nights of nearly 
sold-out performances, Megh-. 
Gualtieri's Halves can b 
deemed a success, not only as 
proTheatreproduction, buta 
as a tnumph of student and fa 
ulty ingenuity. 
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John Gwinn: Post-Modernist Extraordinare? mscentnotof enousadultverse but of the angst-ndden rhymes 
we made m mIddle school. I 
actually felt a sense of relief 
when I read them, for they con-
firmed that the show was pure 
postmodern kItsch, a total rev-
elry in popularized images of 
male sexual power and con-
quest, just the sort of thing no 
one takes seriously anymore. 
Matthew Terenna 
Staff Writer 
On Wednesday, Feb. 9, the 
show "Love Struggle,"by John 
Gwinn, opened in the Main 
Gallery oftheBerman Art Mu-
seum. The show, which in-
cludes paintings, poems, and 
sculptures, inundates the art 
patron with images of love, 
longing, and lust. Following 
in the tradition of Duchamp, 
who famously installed a uri-
nal as an art object, thereby 
encouraging the viewer to con-
sider the legitimating role of 
the museum in defining art, 
Gwinn is here toying with the 
defmitions of art and exhibit. 
And guess what--he is prob-
ably fooling you all. 
Upon first viewing the show, 
one is immediately conscIOus of 
the melodramatic nature of the 
paintings, which are almost over-
powering in their size and en-
ergy. Trav-
e I lin g 
(or even lassoed!). Gwinn casts 
himself (or hIs fictIOnal avatar) 
in the claSSIC role of knight-in-











Gwinn takes legitimation 
questions a step further ... He 
announces his postmodern 
aim through the sheer over-
the-topness of the works. 
romanticism 
of the images 
is heightened 





ploration of his own virility. 
Many of the paintings include 
the same man, clad in boxer shorts 
and sneakers; often, he is postur-
ing grandly, while in others he is 
dominating a woman or slaying a 
dragon. The women are depicted 
in subservient or inferior posi-
tions-recl " or below the men 
the hues that 
dominate in 
comic books and black velvet 
Elvis paintings. 
When I first saw the show, my 
reaction was "is he kidding?" 
Knowing that we can no longer 
be content simply placing ready-
mades in a gallery to remind us 
that something is art if we say it 
Gwinn takes 
hons a step further . Installmg 
camp Imagery in a sober settmg, 
he announces his postmodem aIm 
through the sheer over-the-
topness of the works. By pre-
senting pamtings that are almost 
parodies of themselves and 
blithely exhibiting them in a tra-
ditional setting, Gwinn makes us 
pay attention to the fact that if a 
painting is in a museum, we au-
tomatically assume it IS good. 
Yet, these are not the sort of 
paintings we usually thmk of as 
good. Which is why I wondered 
ifhe was kidding. 
Then I saw the poems. And I 
knew he was more than kidding, 
that he was creating a carefully 
integrated show that 
deconstructed the very notions of 
art and art museums. These po-
ems, which break every axiom 
learned in ish 206, are remi-
People who haven't had the 
chance to learn about art criti-
cism and about postrnodernisrn, 
though, might look at the paint-
ings and poems and think that 
they are to be taken at face 
value. And that risk makes the 
decision of the Berman staff a 
gutsy one; they had to present 
the show absolutely seriously 
in order for Gwinn to achIeve 
his aim. But they also had to 
trust that we would see that the 
real love struggle is the struggle 
to make art meaningful in a 
world where we can 'teven count 
Calendar of Events Collegeville Area February 29 - March 5 
12:00 p.m. 
Faculty Meeting, Pfahler Audi-
12:00 p.m. 
Dean's Faculty Lunch, Corson 
Hall Board Room 
6:00p.m. 
Aerobics, Helfferich Dance 
Room 
Wrestling @ NCAA Division 
III Championships, Ohio North-
ernUni 
Baseball on Spring Trip (Until 
March 11), Cocoa, Fla 
Upsilon Phi 3:00 p.m. 
I=-:~-,----,,-------t-:--::-=-'---'--'-----='------II Lower Lounge Reception for Artist Barbara 
Aerobics, Hel fferich Dance Ito:ru'-;p~.-;;m~.---==--------HT-=-=~=T::::=::::7r.=--Y::;;-==-~" J. Zucker, Berman Museum 
Room The Drummers of West Africa 8:00 p.m. of Art, Upper Gallery 
5:00 p.m. perform at the Zellerbach The- Mark Taylor heads Dance Al-
The Philadelphia Museum of Art, atre of the Annenberg Center, loy, which will perform at the 
26th and Parkway, celebrates 1~36~8~0~W~a~ln~u~t..:S:.:t.~Ph~i~~~~JI Media Theatre, 300 W. State 
Mardi Gras with live music, Street in Media 
M"ndaJ. 
Mar~h 6 
film, and design fridaJ9 
p.m. Mar~h 3 SandaJ. 
Spanish Table, Faculty/Staff Irc7=-:-==-1=--a.-m-.-------. Mar~h 5 
Spring Break 
Classes Resume on Wednes-
day, March 15 I-DIaiin1:in~g~Re010mW;ae.~aCuiItV7Stift:-11 Aero bics, He I fferi ch Dance 
I Japanese Table, R ~~~~~~~~~ I~=-oo~m _______ ~ 
'=' Dining Room " 
p.m. 
U.C. Blue Skies, Wismer Par- II-=--'-='=:-=----=---------l 1·1~~~~~~~~dl 8:00 p.m. I] ~..:.:.=..-=..::..:::.:.::><...;..-------II The Pennsylvania Ballet presents 
Romeo & Juliet at the Academy 
I~~~~~~ ____ J of Music, Broad & Locust ~~~--------:-:--II Streets: Runs March 12. 
Mall'£l1 1 hiiterVarsIij;-cruTsiia~UoW:-1 SaturdaJ. 
~----------, ship at Ursinus, Wismer Par- Mar~h 4 
ents'Lounge 1.--------------, 
UC Film Society Presents 
Heathers 
Starring Winona Ryder and 
Christian Slater 
Tuesday, February 29, 2000 
Olin Auditorium, 7:30 
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( )lIr Lileracy l'rogrrun is de~igJlL"d 10 ]Cdllt.l· d:~ ~i7.c and .It:hievt' literacy 
.IU"O ... ., lilt: clirrilulufll, t:nxuring tht: Ii-lillIe . ucu:!.~ or ollr childn:lI. Individuals 
ill Ihi~ progT:1I11 will lIl>tJOn alld loll,lborarc with appoilltcd (crlcht:r~ . focllsing 
(In onc-r<>-onc and smal group inslIlIuio\). while parTicipating in a broad 
sp,:c.lnlln of". .. hool :lnivirics ')llpP'HTlnl;'. Ii 1':1.\('1 d('\lclopmelll .lJJd ovnall 
cduc.·'Uion go"k 
Our idt"l) Gl.ndiJ,m·s will [x)sst.'s.' a B.lt hdOT's ,kgn..,. in .1 lIoll-education ficld, 
acadel11ic. rr:lining stn:s.-.ing rhe lil)(:raJ ,lrrs. and .In im<:rcsl ill wriling. 1"' lIglish 
and working wilh y01lng p<:ol"e. ()llg()lI1g Imining and suppOrt will be 
proviJul [hmugh profc·s.siona dL'veioprnem plograJ11' and cnrollmcnr at Sr. 
Joseph's l;lIi\'er~iry. 
Don't m iss this opportunity to 17uziu a difference! 
The SdlOol r )islrict of l'hil:tdclphia ol+,:rs a cnmpelilivc s.llary range.: ,llId a 
comprehensive l"',wlt.s IXILk:lgc. induding partial nlirion rcnlis.-:ion IOw:\rd 
YOllr a;nihcuion. 1'1t".~ selld resullIe to: Balanced utecacy I n itiative, Office 
of Hwnan Resourc~, 55 N. 22 nd Stn."'-"t, Philadelphia, PA )9103. FAX, 
215-299-4688. E- mail: reccuitment<?i>phila.1<1 2 .1.a.us. Or (0 reccivc an 
applic:ltioll .lIld .. ddiriun,1i infortnarioll . call 215-979-B1 33. Deadlinc for 
applicariom is J/I / 100. 
BEAT THE WINTER 
BLAHS ... 
... and warm up your GHeer ambitions with a n 
excellent 0iJportunity to earn extra cash. Take the 
chill off by join ing our close-knit family as: 
*PART-T1ME TELLERS* 
Locations: West Chester, Exton (Lionvi l le), 
Kennett Square, Collegeville, Trooper, 
Phoen ixvi lie, and Wayne (Chesterb rook) 
Commonwealth Ban k provides an outstanding 
salary and benefits pi.1ckage for part-time 
employees. Interested candidates please send you r 
resume to: Commonwealth Bank, Human 
Re sources, Attn: CS/CP, 2 W. lafayette St., 
Norristown, PA 19401. Fax: (610)313-1509. 
Email: csmedley@commonwealthbank.com. For 
more information call: (610)313-1948. 
CCO~~LE! BANK 
EOE MlF/ON 
Prep for the GRE at Ursinus College! Space is limited, so enroll today_ 
COLLEGEVILLE Ursinus College 
I REBM Tues Take CAT Th; T\.es 11:l: 
0802 3/21 De'ore :.l/?3 3128 J/30 6prn Class 2 nprfl €pm 6:J~1 
Tues ~ake CAT fltv Tues 
,:/4 bc'orc '/6 
6pm cla<;s 6 Gprn 6pr-
--------.--
1·800·KAp·TEST 
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Gymnastics Sustains Record-Breaking Run at Rutgers 
Freshman Desiree Yahusz Triumphs over UC All-Around record 
Stephanie Restine 
Editor in ChIef 
school all -around rec ord and wmnmg fifth place In the 
(37 .025) set by sophomore all-around competition with 
Chnstina Ng in 1999. Yahusz 36.275 . 
tallied a score of37.1 00 for third Continuing to be a consistent 
The Ursinus gymnastics place , while surpassing the force for the UC team, sopho-
team took on non-divi- school beam record (9.750) and more Jumaah Johnson fm-
sional rival Rutgers Uni- ...... ~~.....,..,~~~~~~~.....,..,~-......... ~ished up fourth place all-
versity on Saturday, Feb. t'We definitely have :p chance around (36.700) and took 
26. Although falling to the :of going to : Nation.al$:~ ·" , the high score for the Bears 
Scarlet Knights by a score ... ~Freshman Desiree, Yuhasz on the uneven bars with 
of 195.400-181.475, the .: .... , ... : .... .: 9.250. 
Ursinus squad shattered Rounding out the a11-
the school team score record bringing home the high floor around competition forUrsinus, 
(180.375)forthesecondweek exercise score (9.375) for the freshman Melanie White and 
in a row. Bears. Ng took sixth and seventh 
In besting the team score "It was fun going against a places, respectively. 
record, the Ursinus gymnasts Division I school; it made things "Our team is really talented 
also broke the event records more exciting," Yuhasz com- this year," Yuhasz remarked. 
on vault (46.450), uneven bars mented. "We were concentrat- "We definitely have a chance 
(44.325), and floor exercise ing on what we were doing, not of going to Nationals." 
(45.975). worrying about the scores." The Bears will have their ~=====================~ 
Freshman Desiree Yahusz Freshman Kristen Reed also chance to qualify for Nationals Freshman Desiree Yuhasz prepares to dismount on her 
stole the show for the Bears had a stellar day, trouncing the during the ECAC Champion- beam routine. Courtesy of the Ruby 
~~o~n~S~a~t~u~~~a~y~, ~b~r~e~a~k~in~g~ili~e~_U~r~s~m_u_s_w_u_h_r_~_0_r_d_w_~_h_a_9_~_2_5_~s~h~~~s~0~n~M~a~re~h~l~l~a~tM~I~T~. _~ ••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• •• : 
UC Grad Bill Stiles Becomes Winter Track 
Ends Strong 
Season: 
Sports Information Director 
Kevin Wilson 
StajJWriter 
Winter break is not only a 
time for students to relax from 
exams but also it is a time for 
the campus to undergo some 
changes. One of those 
changes included the new 
sports information director in 
the athletic department, Bill 
Stiles. 
Stiles is a graduate from the 
Ursinus class of 1996. While 
here, he was a four-year 
starter on the baseball team. 
He also was awarded All-
Centennial Conference while 
playing catcher. 
"Coming back to UC was 
an opportunity that I just 
couldn't refuse," Stiles said. 
"Some of the fondest memo-
ries I have are my experi-
ences as a student-athlete at 
Ursinus. The chance to give 
something back is exci ting." 
A major difference between 
Stiles' years at Ursinus and 
the present, is the Internet. 
"Clearly the Internet is a new 
tool for recruiting, alumni rela-
tions, marketing, etc. ," Stiles 
said. "This was largely un-
tapped when I was here and I 
have focused on working to-
wards changmg that." 
The other major difference is 
how Ursinus has become a con-
tender. "When I was here, we 
had maybe one or two teams 
which contended for a confer-
ence title," Stiles stated. "Now, 
the wall of champions outside of • S:::.t:,:e:..:p:..::h:..::a:=n.:,:ie:-:;O:...:t;.:,.t _____ _ 
the athletic office is full . In most • Spectal to the GrIZzly 
sports, we have established our-
selves as powers in the Centen-
nial Conference." This past weekend, Feb. 25-
The power on the field is also 26, the Ursinus track team left 
enhanced by the influence of the its mark on the Centennial Con-
student workers. Student-ath- ference. Both the women ' s and 
letes comprise the work study 
staff who help out Stiles. "They 
are all hard-working, responsible 
and fun to be around," Stiles 
said. "They have been a huge 
help to me." 
As sports information dIrec-
tor, he is responsible for the de-
sign and implementation of all 
marketing and promotion acti vi-
ties, as well as producing media 
guides, and updating the web 
page. 
"He's very helpful whenever I 
have a question or need sports 
mformation," sophomore Lauren 
Cyrsky, said. 
Before coming to Ursmus, 
Stiles worked as an assistant 
director of athletics for Chowan 
College in North Carolina. 
men's team took sixth place at 
the Indoor Conference Cham-
pionships. The meet took place 
at Haverford College, with tri-
als on Friday, Feb. 25 ,and finals 
on Saturday, Feb. 26. 
In the men's events, junior 
Yori Adegunwa led the team 
taking second in the high jump 
with a height of6 '6", second in 
the 400 meter dash with a time 
of50.39 (only a tenth ofa sec-
ond behind first place), and 
fourth m the 200 meter dash. 
Adegunwa also quahfied for 
ECACs in all four of his events. 
Freshmen John Mohl contrib-
uted to the team's success tak-
ing second place m the shot put, 
missing first place by only three 
inches. 
In the women 's competi-
tion, sophomores Eboni 
Woodard and Whitney 
Daniels helped the team by 
winning second and fourth 
respectively in the triple jump. 
These spots enabled Woodard 
and Daniels to qualify for 
ECACs this coming week-
end. 
The track team has been 
improving consistently this 
season and many team mem-
bers are attributing this to the 
influence of the coaches . 
"We are doing great. Weonly 
have three guys on the guys 
team, but we continue to place 
in meets," Adegunwa said. 
"We beat three teams at the 
Conference Championships, 
and the women did great too. 
Coach Marshall and Coach 
Medina defimtely have a lot 
to do With our success." 
The EC AC competitIOn W111 
take place this weekend, 
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Bears Capture Last Three Wins 
Junior Jackie Cooper blows 
ast her defender on the 
way to the basket for two 
COLlrtesy of the Rub) 
Diane Johnson 
Sports Editor 
The Bears proved their mettle 
in their trying season capturing a 
75-32 win against Bryn Mawr 
on Feb. 16. It was the contest the 
Bears had been anticipating all 
season. Senior Shan a Goane 
scored a game high 22 points, 
and had six steals to push the 
Bears past the Mawrters for the 
victory. 
At halftime the Bears led the 
game by a 18 point margin and 
shot 47 percent in the second 
half. Freshmen Bridget Hussey 
had 13 points for the Bears and 
junior Kate Maxwell added II. 
Sophomore Katie Shearer had 
nme pomts and eight rebounds. 
Due to an inclement of weather 
the Bears postponed their game 
Feb. 3 agamst Immaculata to 
Feb. 17. The Bears dominated 
the Mighty Macs, 66-37 in non-
conference action. Goane scored 
26 points, five of which were 
three pointers. She also led the 
team in rebounds with nine. 
Shearer added 18 points while 
junior Devon Plum grabbed eight 
rebounds. The Bears forced 33 
turnovers and held the Mighty 
Macs to 22 percent from the field. 
The Bears traveled to 
Muhlenberg Feb. 19 to battle 
with the Lady Mules in Centen-
nial Conference play. Goane 
added 25 points and six assists 
whilejunior Jackie Cooper scored 
14 points. Hussey contributed 
with 13 points to put the Bears 
past the Mules 68-62. 
"We went out with a bang and 
shocked Muhlenberg. Weplayed 
an all-around good game, both 
on offense and defense. Shan a 
was a big factor for us. She had 
an incredible night from the free 
throw line and she took charge. 
She led us through the whole 
game," commented Shearer. 
Shana Goane was named the 
CC player of the week for the 
week of Feb. 21. She finIshed 
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her collegiate career as the lead-
ing scorer for the Bears aver-
aging 13.4 POInts per 
game;fimshIngslxth In the con-
ference. Goane led the team In 
assists with 52 and 46 steals. 
She ends her career at UC with 
872 points. 
Sports Profile. of the Week: Y ori Adegunwa 
Yori Adegunwa 
-Courtesy of UC Track alld Field 
pamphlet 
BASKF,TBALL 
Juniors Richie Barrett 
and Luther Owens were 
named to the AIl- Cen-






Sport: Track and Field 
Accomplishments: 
- '98- '99- 2nd in the nation in the 
400 meter hurdles 
- 2nd in the conference In 
400meterrun 
- marked 6'9" in the high Jump 
- ran 22.64 in the 200 meter dash 
- ran 50.39 in the 400 meter race 
GYM0:ASTICS 
Freshman Desiree Yahusz 
broke the school all-
around record (37.025) 
taking third place 
at IndoorCentennial Conference 
Championships 
What teammates say: 
Senior Marc Clymer: "Yori is 
like a machine. He is capable of 
accomplishing whatever he 
wants. Aside from focusing on 
hiS own goals, he also works 
very hard to encourage and mo-
tivate others. The way that he 
gl ves everything he has to the 
team, pushes the rest of us to 
keep up and get that little extra 
Team combined for a total 
of 43 personal bests at CC 
Championships 
bit out of ourselves everyday." 
Best college sports moment: 
"I would have to say that my best 
memory takes me back to fresh-
man year. I was m five different 
events m the conference champI-
onships and I placed In the top 
three In each one." 
Favorite class at Vrsinus: 
Sociology 100 taught by Dr. 
Murchado 
Yori Adegunwa qualified 
for ECAC's in four events 
"In the next few years ... " 
"I plan to earn a career as. 
phYSical therapist and to s~ 
the rest of my time trammg fI 
the OlympIc games." 
"Ten years from now ... " 
"I would like to bemamed WI 
a family. Also, r would like 
donate money to Ursinus as 
thank you for what it has gi 
me." 
WRESTLI 
Championships at 
Northern University 
March 4 
